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The unit encouraged the participating kids by giving them some prizes included 
booklets and color pencils for what the great efforts done to make the celebration 
social and nice. 

The unit managed with the youth center to make the celebration in the youth center.

Some booklets,  publications and posters of the environmental day logo received from
environmental affair agency .

Making a deal with the medicinal plants conservation project to receive 50 olive tree 
to plant them during the celebrity day, beside some juice and water.

A lecture about environmental day with the eco guides during the environmental day 
and the area of Moses Mountain was cleaned as this area attract a lot of tourists and 
represent an important source for income to the Bedouins inhabiting saint Katherine 
area.

Co-operating with nature and heritage conservator association to organize the 
environmental day celebration.

Preparation of a workshop to the kids participating in the show to discuss the symbol 
of the day "lets break the usual, for economy less depending on carbon"

The city kids and many persons from the city came to the  site of celebration and the 
kids began their activities through drawing, cleaning the city and planting olive trees 
after listening to lecture about the environment and the challenges facing it nowadays 
beside the harmful effects of carbon.

The participating kids awarded some prizes to encourage them to continue their 
valuable activities and saving their environment.



The kids and the students formed CO2 symbol by their bodies to express the 
dangerous effect of that gas on the  environment.

The center participated in the celebration of environmental day in Al Azhar park, 
cairo .

14 talented kids trained on drawing under the supervision of Mr. Ahmed Gheith.  
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